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roadmap
hydro-mechanical coupling - pore scale

∗ from images to simulations
∗ Digital rock Physics
∗ single phase flow through porous media

quasi-static poro-elasticity

∗ the role of heterogeneities
∗ theory: state variables
∗ theory: constitutive equations

dynamic poro-elasticity / waves

∗ low- and high frequency regime
∗ dispersion relations

heterogeneities - fractures

∗ effective properties - attenuation
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from images to
simulations
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Effective properties - permeability

flow
simulations

mechanical
static

simulations simulations

wavesample XRCT phase
segmentationscan

flow simulations – Stokes	solver (FD)
low porous materials (sedimentary rocks)
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Effective properties - permeability

flow
simulations

mechanical
static

simulations simulations

wavesample XRCT phase
segmentationscan

flow simulations – (Navier)	Stokes	solver (FD,	SPH)
high porous materials (reticulite,	PU	foams)
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Effective properties - permeability
Hydraulic properties of porous sintered glass bead systems Page 13 of 21  28 

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Local distribution of numerically determined porosity (a) and permeability (b) values of subsets with edge lengths of 256 voxels within the
initial cuboid with dimensions of 1024 × 1024 × 2048 voxel3 (16.384 × 16.384 × 32.768 mm3) (dp = 0.4−0.6 mm)

firmed in the conventional REV analysis as shown in Fig. 9a,
b. The illustrations in Fig. 9a, b show the REV analysis for
porosity and permeability of differently sized subsets taken
from the initial cuboid. Please note that the REV analysis is
constrained to subsets, which were also analyzed in terms
of the local permeabilities via LB method and further con-
cerning different parameters, such as pore throat or particle
size distributions. Due to the high computation effort of per-
meability calculations according to the LB method, we have
renounced a larger spread of cuboid or cube sizes like in
Ref. [52] and considered four different REV sizes. Due to
the varying degrees of fluctuations of porosity and permeabil-
ity, the relative standard deviations related to the arithmetic
mean value seem to be a sensible quantity to investigate the
effect of the size of REV edges. The percentage values in
Fig. 9a, b show the relative standard deviations relative to
the arithmetic mean values of the permeabilities being con-
siderably higher than those of the porosities. For example,
the standard deviation of porosity for cubes with edge length
256 voxel is only about 5%, while the standard deviation of
permeability is significantly higher at 17.77%. This indicates
that the permeability in general is more sensitive to the size
of the representative volume element than the porosity. Fur-
thermore, the findings from the REV analysis confirm that
the mean values for porosity and permeability are (almost)
identical to that of the initial cuboid with dimensions of
1024×1024×2048 voxel3 (16.384×16.384×32.768 mm3).

A consequence of this result is that, either a few calculations
of smaller sided cubes with low costs and computation time
requirements can be performed or one cost intensive calcula-
tion on the initial cuboid with approximately 78,300 particles
can be carried out.

Please note that the geometrical tortuosity determined
from the centroids of two-dimensional slices of 256 voxel-
sided cubes obtained from XRCT scans shows no spatial
gradient along the sample height and no correlation is found
with the porosity and permeability, cf. Ref. [53].

Figure 10a shows the permeabilities of the subsets as
function of their porosities, for three different theoretical esti-
mates, increasing according to Kozeny–Carman.1 Figure 10b
shows the intrinsic permeabilities normalized by the square
of the mean particle diameter, confirming the non-linearly
increasing trend of the intrinsic permeability with increasing
porosity. The colored data points in Fig. 10a represent the pre-
dictions according to the Kozeny–Carman model, cf. Eq. (3),
whereby the arithmetic (red), harmonic (green) and effective
(black) diameter according to Eq. (4) from the particle size
distribution are used as representative values to predict the
permeabilities of the differently sized subsets. The perme-
abilities determined from the lattice Boltzmann simulations
(open data points) and the predictions according to Kozeny–
Carman using the arithmetic mean diameter show a similar

1 With second and third power of porosity.
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Fig. 9 Results from the conventional representative elementary vol-
ume (REV) analysis for porosity (a) and permeability (b). The percent-
age values reflect the relative standard deviation and the horizontal lines
represent the arithmetic mean values of the initial cuboid

increasing trend, whereby the numerically determined per-
meabilities are higher by a factor of approximately 1.3. The
permeability predictions according to Kozeny–Carman using
the harmonic or effective diameter according to Eq. (4) (green
and black data points) show stronger fluctuations and clearly
underestimate the numerically determined permeabilities.
Fitting the predicted permeability values depicted in red into
numerical results by using the empirical constant c1 as fit
parameter, yields a value of 131, see Fig. 10b. This constant

contains and reflects the effect of the microstructure (particle
shape, tortuosity) as a result of the sintering process on the
intrinsic permeability of the glass bead samples.

It is worth noting that the most glass beads show sphericity
values around 0.95 after sintering, cf. Ref. [53]. The spheric-
ity values near 1 determined from XRCT scans indicate
that the glass beads are almost spherical after the moderate
sintering. This confirms also the applicability of the Kozeny–
Carman equation, which is predominantly used to predict the
intrinsic permeability of sphere packings.

Besides the porosity analysis on differently sized cubes
extracted from different regions of the entire scanned region,
subvolumes in the form of tubes with varying mean cross-
section diameters were segmented to investigate the porosity
distribution across the cross-section of the cylindrical sin-
tered samples, cf. Fig. 11 (state b). To guarantee the inves-
tigation of meaningful representative volume elements, the
pipe thickness is chosen as 3 mm, which is equivalent to
187.5 voxels.

Figure 11c shows the resulting porosity distribution in
dependence on the mean pipe cross-section radius of the
investigated specimens showing different glass bead diam-
eters and degree of polydispersity. Starting from the center
of the investigated samples, the porosities remain relatively
constant up to a mean cross-section radii of 11.5 mm and then
increase to higher porosities for the largest investigated pipes
in the external area of the produced samples. In these outer
zones a clear increase of the porosity values for investigated
samples can be seen due to the different contact between
beads and cylinder wall during the sintering procedure and
the gaps remaining between particles and walls. The clear
porosity increase on the edges of the sintered samples is a
consequence of the sintering procedure caused mainly by the
presence of the walls.

Figure 12 summarizes the experimental results from per-
meability measurements for a sintered sample with bulk
diameter of 30 mm showing glass bead diameter between
0.4 and 0.6 mm. The measurements were repeated eight
times in order to attain mean reliable results and understand
the variation and reproducibility. The almost linear relation-
ship between the filter velocity Qz/A, and the pressure drop
∆p/ l, depicted in Fig. 12a, and the nearly constant values of
the effective intrinsic permeability ksz over the test duration t ,
shown in Fig. 12b, confirm the applicability of Darcy’s law
(1) and that the permeability measurements have taken place
in the laminar Darcy regime. The measurement of water flow
and pressure difference is captured with a sample frequency
of 0.5 Hz. For the sake of clarity, only each 150th measuring
point is plotted in both figures. The intrinsic permeability of
each measurement is determined from the slope of the lin-
ear regression lines, cf. Fig. 12a. Measurement uncertainties
of the used flow meter and the differential pressure trans-
ducer as well as some presence of air bubbles causes the

123
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Effective properties - (dispersive) waves

waves on pore scale:

- numerical FD approach
- X-Ray CT-based

we observe:

- low/high frequency waves
- determination of

freq-dependent tortuosity
- higher-order wave modes

e.g. slow P-wave, slow
S-wave, Krauklis wave
(Stoneley-guided waves)

- realistic attenuation Q(f)

this way propagates through the numerical model as shown in Fig. 3,
right hand side. The broadband source in our experiments is always
the first derivative of a Gaussian wavelet. The dominant frequency is
given among other modeling parameters in Table 1. All computations
are performed with second order spatial FD operators and with a
second order time update. With two planes of receivers at the top and
at the bottom of the model, it is possible to measure the time-delay of
the peak amplitude of the mean plane wave caused by the
inhomogeneous structure of the digitized rock sample. With the
time-delay (compared to a reference model) one can estimate the

effective velocity of both the compressional and the shear waves
(Saenger et al., 2004a). As a result, we have determined the effective
rock moduli (see Table 1).

2.4. Tortuosity

A tortuosity determination based on the high-frequency limit of
the Biot-equation is discussed in Saenger et al. (2004b). First, we
determine, as described earlier, the effective dry moduli of the digital
rock. In a second step we saturate the pores with a non-viscous fluid
and determine the effective P-wave velocity. According to Biot's
theory we are considering in this case the high-frequency limit of this
model because the reference frequency is zero for a fluid viscosity of
zero (compare with Eq. (12)). Now we compare the numerical
measured P-velocity with the predicted velocity in the high-frequency
limit of the Biot theory. Because we have determined the effective dry
moduli, the only missing input parameter is the tortuosity. Therefore,
by minimizing the error between the theoretically predicted and
numerically determined velocity we can determine the tortuosity. For
our digital rock sample we determine a tortuosity of α=2.7 (see
Table 1).

3. Viscous pore infill

In this section we give a practical description how to numerically
implement viscous pore infill by using the technique described in
(Saenger et al., 2005). It is based on the visco-elastic formulation of
(Emmerich and Korn, 1987) and (Kristek and Moczo, 2003). For one
fluid with a specific viscosity we use one relaxation mechanism of a
generalizedMaxwell body (GMB). It is possible to implementmultiple
fluids with multiple relaxation mechanism.

3.1. The numerical technique

The angular frequency-dependent elastic moduli CIJ(ω) in the used
finite-difference scheme are given by Saenger et al. (2005):

CIJ ω! " = cIJ! "
n

m=1
Ỹ
IJ
m

ωm

iω + ωm
: !2"

[gp]

[g
p]

[g
p]

[gp]
[gp] [gp]

Fig. 3. Left hand side: The model shown in Fig. 2 with the homogeneous embedding described in Section 3. Red color and blue color indicate grain material and pores, respectively.
The used units are grid points (1 [gp]=2.275 μm). Right hand side: The 3D vertical displacement field of a plane P-wave generated at the top of the model after several time steps.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Modeling parameters and numerically estimated properties of the digitized sandstone
sample shown in Fig. 2.

Used parameters
Bulk modulus of mineral making up the rock Km=37.8 GPa
Shear modulus of mineral making up the rock μm=44.3 GPa
Density of the mineral making up the rock ρm=2648 kg/m3

Bulk modulus of pore fluid Kfluid=1.8 GPa
Density of pore fluid ρfluid=800 kg/m3

Known & measured
Sample size (grid points) 400!400!308
Grid spacing !h=2.275 μm
Sample thickness d=308!2.275 μm=0.00068 m
Porosity !=0.242
Pore geometry see Fig. 2
Permeability x-direction Kx=945.3 mD
Permeability y-direction Ky=991.7 mD
Permeability z-direction Kz=1066.0 mD

Numerically measured
Dominant frequency of used wavelet fdom=3,621548 MHz
Dominant wavelength@4000 m/s λdom=0.0011045 m#1.6 d
P-wave velocity (dry pores) vp=4004 m/s
S-wave velocity (dry pores) vs=2763 m/s
P-wave velocity (non-viscous fluid saturation,
HF Biot)

vp=4040 m/s

Estimated from non-viscous measurements
Effective shear modulus of dry rock μdry=15.3 GPa
Effective bulk modulus of dry rock Kdry=11.74 GPa
Tortuosity (from non-viscous fluid saturation;
see Saenger et al., 2004b

α#2.7

238 E.H. Saenger et al. / Journal of Applied Geophysics 74 (2011) 236–241

cooperation with Erik Saenger, Bochum
calculation domain 400 × 400 × 800 voxels
Saenger et al., J. Appl. Geophys., 74 2011
Saenger et al., Geophys. Prospect., 64,
2016
Saenger et al., Solid Earth, 7, 2016
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numerical techniques for image-based analysis

Mechanics – Continuum Mechanics RUHR-UNIVERSITÄT BOCHUM

RUB

7

/residual1saturated%rocks

sand1grains1(Quartz),1water1&1air1saturated
µCT1scan,1PSI1Switzerland191Tomcat1beamline
0.61mm1x10.41mm,16501nm/voxel

residual%satura*on
con0nuous1non9weang1phase
discon0nuous1weang1phase

experimental1characteriza0on

e.g. micro-fluidic cells
2-dim images: > 1e6 pixels

e.g. X-ray µ-CT scans
3-dim data: > 1e9 voxels

- heterogeneous (complex) micro- or pore-structure
- meshing is time-consuming and almost impossible

consequence:

fast explicit, parallel and meshless solvers!
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towards image-based large scale computations
Weak scalability study Permeability computation

Software framework
• HOOMD-Blue (Highly Optimized Object-oriented Many-Particle
Dynamics C++)

Anderson et. al., J. Comp. Phys. 227 (2008)

• Supports Multi-GPU and Multi-CPU, Spatial domain
decomposition
• Multi-GPU/CPU capable weakly-compressible conservative
SPH model implemented

Hardware framework • SimTech ASES Cluster
• 52 Execute-Nodes w. 2 x Intel® Xeon® CPU (20 Cores) @ 2, 80 GHz
• QDR-Infiniband Interconnect (40 Gbit)

Currently: Cray XC40 - Hazel Hen, HLRS Stuttgart & BinAC
GPU cluster, BW HPC (NVidia Tesla K80) (> 10003 voxel)

Osorno, Schirwon, Kijanski, Sivanesapillai, Steeb, Göddeke (2019), Comput. Phys. Commun.

(subm.)

• Domainsize:
290 × 290 × 600 Voxel

• 50 · 106 SPH Particles
• Voxelsize: 7.5µm
• Fontainebleau sandstone,

Andrä et al. (2013)
• Computation time: 23 hrs.

on 140 Cores
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single-phase flow
through porous media

from low- to high-Re flow
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upscaling concept in porous media flow

macro-scale pore-scale momentum balance

grad p− ρg = ρu · ρ grad u− µ∆u
convection diffusion

〈grad p− ρg〉 = f(q)
specific drag
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effective filter laws for various flow regimes

Unidirectional (isotropic, steady) flow in e1-direction

〈grad p− ρg〉1 = −µ
fR

ks
q1

Darcy
Re < 1

〈grad p− ρg〉1 = −µ
fR

ks
q1 −

ρ cF√
ks
q21

Forchheimer
1 < Re

〈grad p− ρg〉1 = −ρ c
F

√
ks
q21

strong-inertia
103 < Re

〈grad p− ρg〉1 = −µ
fR

ks
q1 −

ρ2 ζ

µ
q31

weak-inertia
1 < Re < 10
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spatial distribution of kinetic energy - Re
Re O(100) Re O(101) Re O(102) Re O(103)
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apparent hydraulic permeability
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inertial transition on macro- and microscale
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macro-scale
grad p ∝ q for Re < 5
grad p ∝ q2 for Re > 800

low Re: viscous effects dominate
high Re: inertia effects dominate
micro-scale
flow seperation
streamline rectification
formation of wake eddies
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linear poro-elasticity

the quasi-static case
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effective properties – the role of scales

UP3: PROPAGATION OF ELASTIC WAVES IN HYDRO MECHANICALLY FRACTURED MEDIA 02.07.2015 
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continuum scale – layered “poroelastic” media

reflec%on

transmission
Maurice	A.	Biot	
[1905	-	1985]

Yakov	I.	Frenkel	
[1894	-	1952]

transforma)on	at	(material)	interfaces/heterogenei)es	
Ø seismics	/	geophysics	(heterogeneous/layered)	
Øbiomechanics	(“bones“)	
Ømaterials	sciences	(“composites“)

Frenkel	[1944],	Gassmann	[1951],	Biot	[1956],...

viscous	
a6enua)on
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Biot waves in layered “poroelastic” media

theoretical prediction: Biot [1956],
experimental validation: Plona [1980]
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attenuation in porous rocks

(Mavko, Mukerji & Dvorkin: The Rock Physics Handbook, 2009)
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attenuation in porous rocks

(Mavko, Mukerji & Dvorkin: The Rock Physics Handbook, 2009)
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attenuation in porous rocks

(Mavko, Mukerji & Dvorkin: The Rock Physics Handbook, 2009, modified)
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“patchy” / heterogeneous saturation

reservoir rock/sandstone, partially saturated with water and gas
capillary effects (surface tension) are neglected

Institute of Mechanics (CE) University of Stuttgart

University of 
Stuttgart

8

//patchy/saturaKon

REV7
Representa6ve7
Elementary7Volume

f

reservoir7rock/sandstone,7par6ally7saturated7with7water7and7gas7(e.g.7air)
capillary7effects7(surface7tension)7are7neglected7(meso2scale7approach)

Gas

Wasser

Gas

Wasser

Gas

Gas

1&dim:
White,7Geophysics,740,71975
Du3a7&7Odé,7Geophysics,744,71979
or7e.g.7(3&dim):
Masson7&7Pride,7JGR,7116,72011

f

physical7effects7caused7by7heterogeneous7satura6on
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heterogeneous problem, undrained boundaries
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1-dim - quasi-static creep test - time domain

Institute of Mechanics (CE) University of Stuttgart

University of 
Stuttgart

10

/	  patchy	  saturaKon

f

cf.	  Quintal	  et	  al.	  
J.	  Geophys.	  Res.,	  116,	  2011
Geophysics,	  77,	  2012

no	  fluid	  leak-‐of,	  only
internal	  redistribuKon

Biot‘s	  poroelas6city

1-‐dim	  -‐	  quasi-‐sta6c	  creep	  test	  -‐	  6me	  domain
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1-dim - quasi-static creep test - freq. domain

with one patch in the middle (dashed box in Figure 1b). The
side of the square is 1 m and the radius of the circular patch
is 40 cm. The spatial domain is divided into approximately
1200 triangular elements of variable area (Figure 3). This
provides higher resolution close to the boundary of
the patch, where most of the fluid flow takes place (see
Figure 4). We use a total time of 0.39 s divided in 200 time
increments of variable length. The total time was chosen as
being eight hundred times the width of the numerical rock
sample, divided by the average between the phase velocities
calculated with Gassmann‐Wood and Gassmann‐Hill for-
mulas [e.g., Mavko et al., 1998; Toms et al., 2006]. Figure 7
shows the numerical result for the real part of the undrained
bulk modulus, Re{Ku}, and for the inverse of the quality
factor associated with a pure undrained compression, 1/QKu
(equation (11)). We check the result for Re{Ku} against its
theoretical low‐frequency and high‐frequency limits (i.e.,
Gassmann‐Wood and Gassmann‐Hill limits), respectively.
For 1/QKu, we show that the low and high‐frequency
asymptotes have the theoretically predicted frequency‐
dependent behavior [e.g., Toms et al., 2006; Masson and
Pride, 2007].

3.2. Rocks With Bimodal Distributions
[18] We investigate the effect of a bimodal distribution of

sizes of mesoscopic‐scale heterogeneities on the frequency‐
dependent quality factor and phase velocity of a poroelastic

medium. In Figure 8, three layered media are shown, M1,
M2, and M3. All consist of alternating sandstone layers
saturated with water or gas (Table 2). Water and gas
saturations are represented by black and white layers in M1
and M2. The thickness of the layers in M1 is 1 m, and in M2

Figure 5. Test of the 1‐D numerical scheme for a porous
solid made of two periodically alternating fully saturated
layers with water and gas (Figures 1a, 2, and Table 2).
Each layer is 40 cm thick. Numerical and analytical results
for the phase velocity, Vp, and inverse of quality factor, 1/Q,
are shown.

Table 3. Petrophysical Parameters for the Example of a Fractured
Rock

Rock‐Matrix
Parametersa Surrounding Rock Fractures

k (mdarcy) 100 1000
! 0.10 0.20
m (GPa) 5 3
K (GPa) 6 4
Ks (GPa) 40 40
rs (kg/m3) 2700 2700

Rock‐Fluid
Parametersa

Water Gas

Kf (GPa) 2.3 0.022
rf (kg/m3) 1000 140
h (Pa s) 0.003 10!5

aSymbols are as defined in Table 1.

Figure 6. Result of the 1‐D numerical simulation for a
porous solid made of two periodically alternating fully sat-
urated layers of very different thicknesses and petrophysical
properties (Table 3), representing a fractured rock. The
thicker layers (5 m) are saturated with water and the thinner
layers (5 mm) with gas. Numerical and analytical results for
the phase velocity, Vp, and inverse of quality factor, 1/Q, are
shown.

QUINTAL ET AL.: SEISMIC ATTENUATION IN POROELASTIC MEDIA B01201B01201

7 of 17

Institute of Mechanics (CE) University of Stuttgart

University of 
Stuttgart

11

/	  patchy	  saturaKon
	  	  	  1-‐dim	  -‐	  quasi-‐sta6c	  „creep	  test“	  -‐	  frequency	  domain

cf.	  Quintal	  et	  al.	  
J.	  Geophys.	  Res.,	  116,	  2011
Geophysics,	  77,	  2012

The frequency‐dependent quality factor is calculated from
H(w) as

Q !! " # Re H !! "f g
Im H !! "f g

; !7"

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. Attenuation is expressed as the inverse of
quality factor, or 1/Q. The complex and frequency‐dependent
P wave velocity is

V !! " #

!!!!!!!!!!!
H !! "
!

s

; !8"

where r is the bulk density of the partially saturated medium
(material properties are defined in Table 1). The frequency‐
dependent phase velocity can be calculated from the com-
plex velocity as

Vp !! " # Re
1

V !! "

" #$ %$1

!9"

[e.g., Carcione, 2007]. The procedure for calculating the
frequency‐dependent values of Q and V from the time

evolution of stress and strain is illustrated by Wenzlau et al.
[2010, Figure 2].
[12] In two dimensions (equivalent to a 3‐D case in which

no strain out of the modeling plane is allowed to develop,
i.e., plane strain), a partially saturated rock can be represented
by a poroelastic medium fully saturated with one fluid, with
circular regions fully saturated by another fluid (Figure 1b).

Table 1. Definitions of Symbols Used for the Petrophysical
Parameters
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Figure 2. Four stages, t1, t2, t3, and t4, of the 1‐D creep experiment (Figure 1a). A step function, S, is
applied as a loading term at the top of the sample, and the solid displacement is set to zero at the bottom.
The time evolution of S, normalized by its maximum value, Smax, is shown in the top graph. For visualization
reasons, S = 0 at several of the first time steps. For each stage, the fluid velocity, _wz (dashed curve), and
fluid pressure, p (solid curve), both normalized by their maximum values, are shown in the lower graphs.
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(P-‐wave)	  phase	  velocity
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with one patch in the middle (dashed box in Figure 1b). The
side of the square is 1 m and the radius of the circular patch
is 40 cm. The spatial domain is divided into approximately
1200 triangular elements of variable area (Figure 3). This
provides higher resolution close to the boundary of
the patch, where most of the fluid flow takes place (see
Figure 4). We use a total time of 0.39 s divided in 200 time
increments of variable length. The total time was chosen as
being eight hundred times the width of the numerical rock
sample, divided by the average between the phase velocities
calculated with Gassmann‐Wood and Gassmann‐Hill for-
mulas [e.g., Mavko et al., 1998; Toms et al., 2006]. Figure 7
shows the numerical result for the real part of the undrained
bulk modulus, Re{Ku}, and for the inverse of the quality
factor associated with a pure undrained compression, 1/QKu
(equation (11)). We check the result for Re{Ku} against its
theoretical low‐frequency and high‐frequency limits (i.e.,
Gassmann‐Wood and Gassmann‐Hill limits), respectively.
For 1/QKu, we show that the low and high‐frequency
asymptotes have the theoretically predicted frequency‐
dependent behavior [e.g., Toms et al., 2006; Masson and
Pride, 2007].

3.2. Rocks With Bimodal Distributions
[18] We investigate the effect of a bimodal distribution of

sizes of mesoscopic‐scale heterogeneities on the frequency‐
dependent quality factor and phase velocity of a poroelastic

medium. In Figure 8, three layered media are shown, M1,
M2, and M3. All consist of alternating sandstone layers
saturated with water or gas (Table 2). Water and gas
saturations are represented by black and white layers in M1
and M2. The thickness of the layers in M1 is 1 m, and in M2

Figure 5. Test of the 1‐D numerical scheme for a porous
solid made of two periodically alternating fully saturated
layers with water and gas (Figures 1a, 2, and Table 2).
Each layer is 40 cm thick. Numerical and analytical results
for the phase velocity, Vp, and inverse of quality factor, 1/Q,
are shown.

Table 3. Petrophysical Parameters for the Example of a Fractured
Rock

Rock‐Matrix
Parametersa Surrounding Rock Fractures

k (mdarcy) 100 1000
! 0.10 0.20
m (GPa) 5 3
K (GPa) 6 4
Ks (GPa) 40 40
rs (kg/m3) 2700 2700

Rock‐Fluid
Parametersa

Water Gas

Kf (GPa) 2.3 0.022
rf (kg/m3) 1000 140
h (Pa s) 0.003 10!5

aSymbols are as defined in Table 1.

Figure 6. Result of the 1‐D numerical simulation for a
porous solid made of two periodically alternating fully sat-
urated layers of very different thicknesses and petrophysical
properties (Table 3), representing a fractured rock. The
thicker layers (5 m) are saturated with water and the thinner
layers (5 mm) with gas. Numerical and analytical results for
the phase velocity, Vp, and inverse of quality factor, 1/Q, are
shown.
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/	  extension	  to	  2-‐dim	  and	  3-‐dim

extended	  Hill-‐Mandel	  condiKon

phenomenon, if characteristic length scale of meso level is much smaller than225

its macroscopic counterpart (l ! L), see Fig. 1. Our new upscaling pro-226

cedure is based on a volume averaging concept replacing the heterogeneous227

poroelastic medium on meso level by a homogeneous substitute medium on228

the macro level accounting for equivalent e!ective material properties. Since229

fluid flow takes place on small scales only, we consider a single-phase Cauchy230

medium on the macro level. That is, the poroelastic meso scale material231

is substituted by a viscoelastic macroscopic material. Similar assumptions232

have been made in literature [13, 21, 22, 24]. Closely related to the classical233

homogenization, these authors assumed the mesoscopic solid frame veloci-234

ties on the boundary !"m as linear functions of the e!ective strain rate !̇M235

without any fluctuations on the boundary of the unit cell and undrained236

boundary conditions for the pore fluid (no outflux). However, it is well-237

known from first-order homogenization that linear displacement or velocity238

boundary conditions lead to an overestimated sti!ness response of the e!ec-239

tive material. This choice is even known to express an upper bound for the240

e!ective sti!ness, see [29]. Additionally, undrained conditions for the pore241

pressure (no outflux of pore fluid) are very restrictive and might severely influ-242

ence the e!ective viscous properties of the overall medium, see [25]. Finally,243

an energetically consistent justification of the chosen boundary conditions244

has not been given in those contributions. These deficiencies have motivated245

us to introduce a scale-bridging procedure based on a generalized form of246

Hill-Mandel criterion. Particular regard will be paid for the formulation of247

thermodynamically consistent boundary conditions for displacements, pres-248

sure or their corresponding flux counterparts, respectively, with appropriate249

relaxation techniques.250

3.2. Extended Hill-Mandel criterion251

As indicated above, starting point is a problem specific extension of Hill-252

Mandel criterion. For this purpose, we choose an appropriate RVEm. Based253

on the mesoscopic energy balance Eq. (10) we identify the volume average of254

internal power in the poroelastic RVEm by the power in the corresponding255

material point on e!ective level. We write256

"M : DM =
!
"s

m : Dm
s + "f

m : Dm
f " p̂f

m · wm
f

"
, (16)

where left hand side represents the stress power of a Cauchy medium on257

the macroscopic level. Hill-Mandel condition Eq. (16) has to be satisfied at258

9

macro-‐scale micro-‐scale

boundary	  condiKons	  for	  micro-‐scale	  problem

any time during the process. Dissipation enters left hand side in terms of259

constitutive relations. These can be based on rheological assumptions or,260

as we propose here, by averaging of meso scale properties. By contrast, the261

poroelastic power on the right hand side exhibits an explicit dissipation con-262

tribution. Specifying the momentum exchange p̂f
m, the expression p̂f

m · wm
f263

could be interpreted as the kinetic power due to pore fluid motion relative264

to the skeleton. Further mesoscopic viscous e!ects could be included in im-265

plicit manner, for example viscoelastic properties of the solid phase without266

influencing Hill-Mandel criterion in the given form Eq. (16). To keep things267

as simple as possible the present contribution only considers linear-elastic268

properties of the solid phase.269

In order to find boundary conditions for our poroelastic meso scale prob-270

lem, the volume integral formulation of Hill-Mandel condition Eq. (16) needs271

to be transferred into a surface integral formulation. Executing integration272

by parts, applying Gauss integral rule, inserting the partial momentum bal-273

ances Eq. (8), evaluating the constitutive relations Eqs. (11) – (13) and taking274

into account Darcy’s law Eq. (14), we find the required form of Hill-Mandel275

condition as276

!M : DM =
1

Vm

!

!!m

vm
s · tm da ! 1

Vm

!

!!m

! pm qm da. (17)

Thus, the internal power of the poroelastic problem is balanced by the power277

of the corresponding external forces represented by two linear forms: First,278

total traction vector tm = !m ·n by solid frame velocity vs
m. Second, pressure279

pm by outflux qm = wf
m · n.280

3.3. Averaging rules281

We now have to consider further averaging assumptions for the poroelas-282

tic primary variables um
s and pm, for their gradients as well as for the corre-283

sponding flux quantities !m and wm
f . Special attention has to be paid for the284

asymmetry of our problem: The flow of pore fluid included in the mesoscopic285

formulation has no one-by-one representation on the e!ective level. In par-286

ticular, there is no explicit contribution of viscous momentum interaction,287

such as Darcy flow, to the internal power of a viscoelastic medium. In order288

to clarify this asymmetric transition let us study the problem, if the e!ective289

level would be poroelastic and there would be an e!ective Darcy flow of pore290

10

total	  fluxes ounlux	  of	  fluid

	  (formal)	  numerical	  homogeniza6on	  approach

micro-‐scale:	  poroelasKc	  medium	  vs.	  macro-‐scale:	  viscoelasKc	  medium

Jänicke et al., Comput. Method. Appl. Mech. Engrg., 298, 2016
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linear poro-elasticity

some remarks to the theory
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poro-elasticity - a continuum approach
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poro-elasticity - assumptions & notation
mass and volume elements

dm = dms + dmf and dv = dvs + dvf

and at time t0

dv(x, t0) =: dv0, dvs(x, t0) =: dvs0 and dvf(x, t0) =: dvf0

volume fractions nα := dvα/dv and Eulerian porosity nf(x, t)

nf :=
dvf

dv
=

dv − dvs

dv

note: it’s a (non-linear) Eulerian field variable
(linear) Lagrangian porosity φ(x, t)

φ :=
dvf

dv0
=

dv − dvs

dv0
with φ0 =

dvf0
dv0

.
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poro-elasticity - assumptions & notation

note: in linear poro-elasticity

lin(nf) = φ (proof yourself!)

effective and partial densities

ρsR :=
dms

dvs
and ρfR :=

dmf

dvf
,

ρs :=
dms

dv
and ρf :=

dmf

dv
,

ρ :=
dm

dv
.

Remark: a saturation condition is fullfilled with∑
α

nα ≡ 1
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poro-elasticity - kinematics
displacement of the skeleton us and time derivatives

üs = v̇s = as and üf = v̇f = af.

seepage (or simple relative) velocity & Darcy (or filter) velocity

wf = vf − vs & qf = (φ0) (vf − vs)

solid strain

εs =
1

2

(
grad us + gradT us

)

= dev(εs) + vol(εs) =: γs + es I

Remark: In continua, the so-called material time derivative of a vectorial field variable
Ψα in a mixture is given by (Ψα)′α = ∂tΨ + grad Ψ · vα. The first term is denoted as
(linear) local or partial time derivative while the 2nd term is a convective (non-linear)
term which vanishes in linear models (like in linear poro-elasticity).
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poro-elasticity - kinematics
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poro-elasticity - kinematics
alternative interpretation of volumetrical deformation - volume map

es =
dv − dv0

dv0
and ef =

dvf − dvf0

dvf0
.

why? Linearized map of volume elements (solid skeleton)

dv = Js dv0 with det Fs =: Js and lin(Js) = es + 1 = div us + 1

macro-scopical volume change / could be measured globally

linearized map of volume elements (fluid)

dvf = Jf dvf0 with det Ff =: Jf and lin(Jf) = ef + 1 = div uf + 1

micro-scopical volume change / could be measured only on
pore-scale
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poro-elasticity - kinematics

simple “Gedankenexperiment” of a hydrostatic test (isotropic, homogeneous,. . . )
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poro-elasticity - kinematics

volumetric deformation of solid skeleton and fluid phase

es =
dv − dv0

dv0
=

1/2 dv0 − dv0

dv0
= −1

2
,

and

ef =
dvf − dvf0

dvf0
=

1/3 dv − 1/3 dv0

1/3 dv0
=

dv − dv0

dv0
= −1

2
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poro-elasticity - kinematics

Remark: In continuum mixture theory often (e.g. de Boer, 2005) a
transport theorem is defined

dv = Jα dvα0  ēα =
dv − dvα0

dvα0

Note that this transport theorem neither has a simple geometric
interpretations nor it is consistent with the mapping rules of
measurable kinematic quantities (and is not consistent with the
simple experiment)
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poro-elasticity - kinematics
increment of fluid content (Biot & Willis, 1957)

ζ = φ0 (es − ef).

hydrostatic experiment - volume change of fluid/solid; from Cheng (2016), Poroelasticity

Remark: Other definitions are around (cf. Wang, 2000; Rice & Cleary, 1976)
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poro-elasticity - balance equations

balance of mass of the single constituents:

Ms =

∫

B
ρs dv =Ms

0 = const. and Mf =

∫

B
ρf dv =Mf

0 = const..

or in local form (after “some” standard algebra)

∂t(n
s ρsR) + div(ns ρsR vs) = 0,

and

ns ∂t(ρ
sR) + ρsR ∂t(n

s) + ns ρ
sR div vs + vs · grad(ns ρsR) = 0.

Note: These expressions are non-linear as e.g. convective terms in
the time derivatives are included. Further, (non-linear) products of
volume fractions, densities and velocities appear.
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linearization
we write the balance of mass of the constituent ϕα alternatively

Mα =

∫

B
ρα dv =

∫

B0

ρα0 dvα0 =Mα
0 .

or with dv = Jα dvα0 (solid skeleton)
∫

B
ρα Jα dvα0 =

∫

B0

ρα0 dvα0 ,

at the material point P we obtain

ρα Jα = ρα0 .

and with the linearized Jacobian lin(Jα) = eα + 1

nα ραR (eα + 1) = nα0 ρ
αR
0 (nonlinear terms)
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linearization
linearization of non-linear terms around

x0 =
[
nα(x, t0), ραR(x, t0), eα(x, t0)

]T
=
[
nα0 , ρ

αR
0 , 0

]T

leads to (be careful: n0 6= 0 and ραR0 6= 0 but eα, 0 = 0)

lin(F(nα ραR)) = F0 +
∂
[
(nα0 + ε∆nα)(ραR0 + ε∆ραR)

]

∂ε

∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0

,

= F0 + nα0 ∆ραR + ραR ∆nα,

= nα0 ρ
αR
0 + nα0 (ραR − ραR0 ) + ραR0 (nα − nα0 ),

= nα ραR0 + nα0 ρ
αR − nα0 ραR0 .

and (trivial)
lin(F(nα ραR eα) = nα0 ρ

αR
0 eα,
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linearization

and finally we get the linearized mass balances (φ = nf = 1− ns)

φ = φ(ρsR, es) = 2φ0 − 1 + (1− φ0)

(
ρsR

ρsR0
+ es

)

φ = φ(ρfR, ef) = 2φ0 − φ0
(
ρfR

ρfR0
+ ef

)

Remark: porosity is a (dependent) function of volumetric deformation of the solid and
the fluid constituent and density
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poro-elasticity - balance of momentum

partial stress tensor of solid skeleton (volumetric / deviatoric split)

σs = vol(σs) + dev(σs) =
1

3
tr(σs) I + dev(σs) := ss I + τ s.

partial stress tensor of fluid σf = sf I = −p I (no viscous shear
stresses - “creeping flow” conditions are assumed in poro-elasticity)

σf = sf I = −p I note: sign convention of pressure

total stresses (of the mixture) as sum of partial stresses

σ = σs + σf = (ss + sf) I + τ s =: σM I + τ

with total mean stress σM
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poro-elasticity - balance of momentum

global form of partial balance of momentum

∂

∂t
(J s) = Fs

B + Fs
∂B + P̂

s

Axiom: momentum J s is changed by the sum of the body forces Fs
B, contact forces

Fs
∂B, and interaction forces P̂s

= −P̂f

and on local form for the solid skeleton

ρs as − divσs = ρs b− p̂f

and the pore fluid

ρf af + div(φ p I) = ρf b + p̂f

with local momentum exchange (fluid-solid) p̂f
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations

thermodynamical-consistent framework

balance of entropy of the mixture (2nd law of TD - in form of
CD-inequality) has to be fulfilled!
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
results from the entropy inequality

set of process variables P = {γs, es, ζ} and (a most general
quadratic) strain energy function W = W (γs, es, ζ)

τ =
∂W

∂γs

, σM =
∂W

∂es
, p =

∂W

∂ζ
.

W = dev(W ) + vol(W ) = W (γs) +W (es) +W (es, ζ) +W (ζ),

= a [γs : γs] + b e2s + c es ζ + d ζ2,

we observe that the elastic part of poro-elasticity is comprising four
elastic parametersM = (a, b, c, d). How are these parameters
related to “physical” quantities like

M̄ = (G, Ku, α, M) or M̃ = (G, K, Ks, Kf)
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations

strain energy function & results from the CD-inequality

deviatoric (“shear”) part

τ =
∂W

∂γs

= 2 aγs = 2Gγs cf. Hooke’s law

we re-write the volumetric part, i.e. the scalar stress-strain relations in
matrix form [

σM

p

]
=

[
2 b c
c 2 d

] [
es
ζ

]

or alternatively
[
es
ζ

]
=

1

4 b d− c2
[

2 d −c
−c 2 b

] [
σM

p

]

interpretation of (b, c, d) remains . . .
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
“physical meaning” of (b, c, d) derived by “Gedankenexperimente”

undrained bulk modulus (Ku: undrained conditions, ζ = const.)

∂σM

∂es

∣∣∣∣∣
ζ

= 2 b =: Ku.

Skempton parameter (B: undrained conditions, ζ = const.)

0 = −c σM + 2 b p ⇐⇒ ∂p

∂σM

∣∣∣∣∣
ζ

=
c

2 b
=: B

drained bulk modulus (K: drained conditions p = const.)

∂es

∂σM

∣∣∣∣∣
p

=
2 d

4 b d− c2 =:
1

K
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
Biot-Willis coefficient (α: drained conditions, p = const.)

∂ζ

∂es

∣∣∣∣∣
p

= − c

2d
=: α

specific storage capacity (s variation in fluid increment per change
in pore pressure, i.e. “storage of fluid volume”). Two conditions:
a) es = const. (skeleton is not volumetrically deformed)

∂ζ

∂p

∣∣∣∣∣
es

=
1

2 d
=: ses =:

1

M

b) σM = const. (mean stress does not change)

∂ζ

∂p

∣∣∣∣∣
σM

=
2b

4 b d− c2 =: sσM
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
1st conclusion: set of material parameters {G, Ku, α, M}

[
σM

p

]
=

[
Ku −αM
−αM M

] [
es
ζ

]

or inverse
[
es
ζ

]
=

1

Ku − α2M

[
1 α
α Ku/M

] [
σM

p

]

Remark: The set of (three) parameters {Ku, α, M} can be replaced
by any combination of the introduced quantities like

K = Ku − α2M,
ses
sσM

=
M

Ku
, B =

αM

Ku

or (often used) {K, Kf, Ks}
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poro-elasticity - the role of porosity
alternative choice of state variables

re-starting from the constitutive relation of the pore fluid

p = Kf

[
ρfR

ρfR0
− 1

]
or ρfR = ρfR0

[
p

Kf
+ 1

]

the expression ρfR(p) can be used in the balance of mass to replace
effective density with pore pressure which leads to

φ = φ0 − φ0
[
p

Kf
+ ef

]

using the relation for the increment of fluid content (or p(ζ, es))

φ = φ(es, ζ) = φ0 +
φ0

Kf

[
αM −Kf

]
es +

1

Kf

[
Kf − φ0M

]
ζ

= φ(es, ef) = φ0 +
φ0

Kf
[M(α− φ0)] es +

φ0

Kf

[
M φ0 −Kf

]
ef
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poro-elasticity - the role of porosity
Remark

φ = φ(es, ζ) = φ0 +
φ0

Kf

[
αM −Kf

]
es +

1

Kf

[
Kf − φ0M

]
ζ

= φ(es, ef) = φ0 +
φ0

Kf
[M(α− φ0)] es +

φ0

Kf

[
M φ0 −Kf

]
ef

porosity (or its change φ− φ0) linearly depends on pairs of kinematic
variables es, ef, and ζ Porosity φ(x, t) is a dependent field variable. It
could be used instead of e.g. ζ or es.

[
es

φ− φ0

]
=

1

K

[
1 α

α− φ0 α− φ0

] [
σM

p

]

or it’s inverse

[
σM

p

]
= Ks




1 − α

α− φ0
−1

1

α− φ0



[

es
φ− φ0

]

where only two parameters appear (relation independent of ef and ζ).
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poro-elasticity - effective stress principle
regarding again our constitutive result (1st line)

[
σM

ζ

]
=

[
Ku − α2M −α

α 1/M

] [
es
p

]

or
σM + αp = K es

=: σM,s
E

i.e., only the weighted balance of mean stress and fluid pressure
effectively loads the solid skeleton and causes its volumetric
deformation with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. For α = 1−K/Ks ≡ 1, it includes
Terzaghi’s effective stress principle.

effective stress caused by porosity change

σM + p = σM + 1 p = Ks 1− α
α− φ0

(φ− φ0)

i.e. effective stress coefficient is “1”.
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poro-elasticity - constitutive equations
the non-equilibrium case:

remember balance of momentum (fluid - quasi-static case)

div(φ p I) = φ grad p+ p gradφ = ρf b + p̂f

momentum exchange is undetermined yet! in general

p̂f = p̂f
eq + p̂f

neq

and from CD-inequality we get (for the linear case. . . )

p̂f
eq = p gradφ,

p̂f
neq = −φ

2
0 γ

fR
0

kf
wf = −φ

2
0 η

fR

ks
wf

which gives finally in the linear(ized) case (φ ≡ φ0) Darcy’s law

grad p = ρfR b− φ0 η
fR

ks
wf

i.e. grad p ∝ wf
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poro-elasticity - the IBVP
the initial boundary value problem of linear poro-elasticity

Biot’s model Terzaghi’s model

equations in the domain, i.e., ∀x ∈ B

−div (σs
E − αp I) = ρb −div (σs

E − p I) = ρb

ṗ

M
−

kf

γfR
div grad p+ α divvs = 0 −

kf

γfR
div grad p+ divvs = 0

boundary conditions, i.e. ∀x ∈ ∂B

us = ūs on Γs
D

p = p̄ on Γf
D

σ · n = t̄ on Γs
N

wf · n = w̄f on Γf
N

formulation in displacements us and pressure p - mixed FEM
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linear poro-elasticity

the dynamic case - waves
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poro-elasticity - dynamic case
(linear) acoustic waves

inertia terms in the balance of momentum have to be included in the
consideration! We consider the partial balances of momentum for the
fluid and the solid phase (already linearized + const. eqs.)

ρ11 üs + ρ12 üf + b0 F (u̇s − u̇f) = N div grad us + (A+N) grad div us

+Q grad div uf

ρ12 üs + ρ22 üf − b0 F (u̇s − u̇f) = Q grad div us +R grad div uf

here, we use a “slightly” modified notation (e.g. for “added mass”)

ρ11 = (1− φ0) ρsR − ρ12
ρ12 = (1− α∞)φ0 ρ

fR

ρ22 = α∞ φ0 ρ
fR

no added mass effects for α ≡ 1!
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poro-elasticity - dynamic case
the (elastic) coefficients

N = G

A = K − 2N/3 +Kf(1− φ0 −K/Ks)2/φR0

Q = φ0K
f(1− φ0 −K/Ks)/φR0

R = φ20K
f/φR0

P = A+ 2N

with the “effective porosity”

φR0 = φ0 +Kf/Ks(1− φ0 −K/Ks)

the tortuosity describing “added mass” (Berryman, 1980)

α∞ = 1− r(1− 1/φ0), with e.g. r = 1/2 (for spheres)

and the viscous damping factor

b0 = ηfR φ20/k
s
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poro-elasticity - dynamic case
a frequency-dependent correction term (Johnson et al., 1987)

F =

√
1 +

1

2
iM ω/ωcrit

which takes into account the frequency-dependent momentum
interaction (“from viscous to interia”)

with the critical frequency
(separating low and high frequeny regime; Biot, 1956)

ωcrit =
ηfR φ0

α∞ ρfR ks
=

ηfR

ρfRR2
and

ω

ωcrit
= Wo2

the red expression is for cylindrical tubes (with diameter 2R)
typical velocity profiles in tubes

92 CHAPTER 10. OSCILLATORY FLOW IN A RIGID TUBE

J0 is the Bessel function of first kind.
Investigation of the solution clearly shows the dependence of the velocity profile on
the Womersley number, Fig. 10.2. For small Wo, i. e. for low frequencies of oscillating
flows, viscous forces dominate and the velocity profile is that of a Hagen-Poiseuille
flow. For increasing ! and Wo, inertia terms become more influential and a central
flat profile emerges. This flat part also lags behind the viscous layer near the wall.
The meaning of viscous skin depth �vs figuratively describes the spatial extent of the
boundary layer that remains dominated by viscous forces rather than inertia forces.
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Figure 10.2: Oscillating velocity profile in a rigid tube after [26], Eq. (3.8) ibidem,
for times t = 2⇡/! ⇥ [0/0.05/0.10/0.15/0.20/0.25] (from top to bottom). V is the
axial relative velocity between fluid in solid and X is the external excitement due
to pressure gradient or volume force as defined in [26]. The radial coordinate y is
normalised with radius R. Also note the change in scale of the vertical axes.

10.3 Frequency dependence: from microscopic flow
profiles to macroscopic momentum interaction

Influence on the macroscale

As the flow profile depends on the ratio of frequency and characteristic frequency, so
does the velocity gradient at the walls. Furthermore, the velocity gradient determines
shear stress and momentum interaction between solid and fluid. In conclusion, mo-
mentum interaction is frequency dependent as well.
This microscopic condition directly influences the macroscopic physics of momentum
exchange. Namely, the classic Darcy-like approach of macroscopic momentum ex-
change between a porous solid and a fluid (cf. Eq. (5.29)) is based on a steady flow.
[43] It does not account for frequency-dependent velocity profiles. Hence, a frequency
correction is required for the temporal changes of oscillating flow.

. . . and Biot’s solution

This circumstance has been investigated by Biot in detail, [26]. As shown above, Biot
determined the frequency-dependent velocity profile of a microscopic, oscillating flow.
With it, he calculated the averaged momentum interaction due to viscous wall stress
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poro-elasticity - dispersion relation
physical behaviour of waves in poro-elastic media

ρ11 üs + ρ12 üf + b0 F (u̇s − u̇f) = N div grad us + (A+N)grad div us

+Q grad div uf

ρ12 üs + ρ22 üf − b0 F (u̇s − u̇f) = Q grad div us +R grad div uf

standard harmonic ansatz for harmonic waves

us(x, t) = ûs(x, ω) exp(i ω t),
uf(x, t) = ûf(x, ω) exp(i ω t),

and splitting in transversal and longitudinal part

ûs(x, ω) = gradφs(x, ω) + rotψs(x, ω),
ûf(x, ω) = gradφf(x, ω) + rotψf(x, ω),

with vector-values potentials

φα(x, ω) = φ̃α(k, ω) exp(i k x),

ψα(x, ω) = ψ̃α(k, ω) exp(i k x)
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poro-elasticity - transversal mode
shear waves

dispersion relation for shear waves (after some algebra)

AS Ψ̃ = k2 BS Ψ̃,

(generalized eigenvalue problem - could be analytically/numerically
solved) with Ψ̃ = [ψ̃s ψ̃f]

T and

AS =

[
ρ̃11 ρ̃12

ρ̃21 ρ̃22

]
ω2 and BS =

[
N 0

0 0

]

with one complex solution for the the wave number k(ω) and ξ = k2

ξ =
ρ̃11 ρ̃22 − ρ̃212

N ρ̃22
.

and the complex densities (as abbreviations. . . )
ρ̃12 = ρ12 + i b0 F/ω, ρ̃11 = ρ11 − i b0 F/ω, ρ̃22 = ρ22 − i b0 F/ω.
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poro-elasticity - transversal mode
shear waves (here for Berea sandstone)

phase velocity c = 1/Re(k)
intrinsic attenuation 1/Q = 2 |Im(k)/Re(k)|
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poro-elasticity - longitudinal mode
compressional waves

dispersion relation for compressional waves (after some algebra)

AP Φ̃ = k2 BP Φ̃,

(generalized eigenvalue problem - could be analytically/numerically
solved) with Φ̃ = [φ̃s φ̃f]

T and

AP =

[
ρ̃11 ρ̃12

ρ̃21 ρ̃22

]
ω2 and BP =

[
P Q

Q R

]

quadratic equation for ξ = k2 with two physical solutions for the
complex wave number k(ω)

ξ1,2 =
∆±

√
∆2 − 4 (P R−Q2) (ρ̃11 ρ̃22 − ρ̃12 ρ̃12)

2 (P R−Q2)

with
∆ = P ρ̃22 +R ρ̃11 − 2Q ρ̃12

i.e. the fast P-wave (P) and the slow P-wave (Biot-wave)
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poro-elasticity - longitudinal mode
compressional waves (here for a high porous bone)

phase velocity of P1,2 mode with c1,2 = 1/Re(k1,2)
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linear poro-elasticity

the role of heterogeneities
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the role of heterogeneities
motivation: from homogeneous to heterogeneous porous media

10�1 101 103 105 107 109

critical frequency fc [Hz]

viscous shear forces

Biot’s poro-elasticity

scattering

squirt flow

patchy saturation

⌘fR

L

ks

ks

⌘fR

⌘fR, L

⌘fR

1

fluid properties (ηfR) and characteristic lengths (L, ks) matter
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Hydro-mechanics of
fractures:

a macro-scale approach
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example: uniaxial compression

uniaxial compression:

∗ pressure gradients induce viscous
fluid flow - attenuation

∗ mesoscopic scale (along vertical
fracture)

⇒ fracture flow

∗ microscopic scale (from inclusions
towards the porous matrix)

⇒ leak-off
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example: uniaxial compression
flow processes are controlled:

∗ transmissivity of fracture

(aperture δ, viscosity ηfR, fracture
stiffness)

∗ permeability of rock matrix ks

Energy dissipation processes at different characteristic times
(frequencies) and with different magnitude

ATTENUATION CAUSED BY FRACTURES

effects of high aspect ratio inclusions on effective attenuation
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example: two connected fractures - IBVP
assumptions of the coupled FEM analysis:

∗ 2-dimensional domain (plane strain)

∗ fully saturated porous matrix

∗ two interconnected fractures

∗ uniaxial compression: εyy = 10−3

(small strains)

geometrical parameters:

∗ fracture half-length: a = 5 cm

∗ domain length: L = 2.2 a

∗ aperture horizontal crack:
δh(t0) = 100µm

∗ aperture vertical crack:
δv(t0) = 5 . . . 500µm
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example: two connected fractures - IBVP
limitations during numerical modeling (FEM):

∗ spatial discretization of thin
crack geometry

∗ meshing

∗ large number of elements
(DOFs)

∗ hybrid-dimensional approach
(Vinci et al., GRL, 2014; WRR, 2014;
GJI, 2015) & Schmidt and Steeb,
GEM, 2019

∗ fluid flow through
high-aspect-ratio geometries
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hybrid dimensional approach

∗ flow through porous matrix

∗ flow along fractures

=⇒ 2-D poroelastic problem

=⇒ 1-D, compressible, viscous fluid

conservation of mass & momentum =⇒ Poiseuille flow

diffusion nozzling quadratic RHS
(hydro-

mechanical 
coupling)

numerical quality independent of fractures’ aspect ratio
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hybrid dimensional approach
macroscopic variables obtained through volume averaging

σM =
1

Vm

∫

Vm

σmdv εM =
1

Vm

∫

Vm

εmdv

FFT & complex elastic modulus, e.g.

M(ω) =
σyy(ω)

εyy(ω)

quantification of dissipation through the inverse quality factor
1

Qyy
=

Im(M(ω))

Re(M(ω))
∗ amplitude

∗ characteristic frequencies
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hybrid dimensional approach
characteristic frequencies

∗ fracture flow fc ≈ 102 Hz

∗ leak-off fc ≈ 10−1 Hz

amplitudes

∗ leak-off affected by faster
fracture flow process

ks = 10−18. . . 10−30 m2

δv(t0) = 10µm

leak-off =⇒ rock permeability
fracture flow =⇒ fracture transmissivity =⇒ fracture aspect ratio
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hybrid dimensional approach

aspect ratio of fracture (only squirt-flow):

∗ ks = 10−30 m2

(impermeable matrix)

∗ a = 5 cm δh(t0) = 100µm

∗ δv(t0) = 5µm . . . 500µm

∗ aspect ratio: a/δ = 102 . . . 104

increasing aspect ratio:

∗ higher amplitude
(more dissipation)

∗ lower frequency
(slower process)

mesoscopic loss is of
relevance for REVs with
high-aspect-ratio inclusions
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Figure 3. After Murphy et al. (1986). Sketch of a 
simple squirt flow model. A (soft) penny-shaped pore 
connected to a (stiff) spherical pore. 

Figure from Holger. I will do that later… 

 

Laboratory evidence of squirt flow has earlier been obtained by comparing Gassmann’s (1951) theoretical low 
frequency velocity with the measured high frequency (ultrasonic) velocity (Mavko and Jizba, 1991). Later, it has 
also been obtained by comparing a low frequency value of the elastic modulus obtained from forced oscillation 
measurements with its ultrasonic value (Adelinet et al., 2010). More recently, improvements to forced oscillation 
apparatuses (Subramaniyan et al., 2014) made feasible to measure attenuation associated with squirt flow in a 
broad and well sampled frequency range (Pimienta et al., 2015).    

1.4 Flow in interconnected fractures 

A “type of squirt flow” occurring at the mesoscopic scale is the pressure diffusion in interconnected fractures 
(Figure 4). This mechanism is here referred to as “flow in interconnected fractures” for analogy with the 
terminology “squirt flow”. The corresponding attenuation was first discussed and numerically quantified by 
Rubino et al. (2013). They showed that when fractures are hydraulically interconnected, pressure diffusion in the 
fractures, from one fracture into the other one, may dominate attenuation. On the other hand, when fractures are 
not connected, pressure diffusion tends to occur in the embedding matrix, as a result of the compressibility 
contrast between deformable fractures and the porous matrix. This is referred to as leak-off fracture-background 
in Table 1. Each of these two energy-dissipation mechanisms has a distinct characteristic frequency, with the 
attenuation peak associated with flow in interconnected fractures occurring at higher frequencies than that 
associated with leak-off fracture-background. 

 

   

Figure 4: Finite Element simulation of pressure diffusion of a periodic unit cell of a porous rock with interconnected 
fractures. Left: Finite Element mesh (363711 DOFs); Middle: Pressure distribution directly after mechanical loading. 
Pressure gradients in the fractures are visible; Right: pressure diffusion showing “leak-of“. 

 

To date, laboratory evidence of flow in interconnected fractures has not been published. This can be explained 
by two facts: (i) only in the last 10 years the high-sensitive forced oscillation technique started being used to 
measure attenuation and complex effective moduli in fluid-saturated materials (Batzle et al., 2006; Adelinet et 
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. . . thanks for listening. . .

and have a safe trip
home!
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